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Purpose: In intra-arterial hepatic radioembolization using Holmium-166 (166Ho) microspheres, a

predicted lung-absorbed dose of more than 30 Gy is a contraindication for therapy. Therefore, scout

imaging by means of quantitative SPECT of the lungs after a low-dose pretreatment session is essen-

tial. Earlier we showed the superiority of Monte Carlo-based iterative SPECT reconstructions over

conventional reconstructions due to its quantitative nature, required for dosimetry, at the cost of sub-

stantial computation times. In clinical routine, however, the limited available time between scout

imaging and therapy constrains its application. To reduce computation times, we investigated the

minimum number of iterations required to guarantee a clinical acceptable accuracy in lung dose esti-

mation using patient and phantom data.

Methods: 166Ho scout SPECT data (range: 222-283 MBq) were used from 10 patients. SPECT

images were Monte Carlo-based OSEM reconstructed (effective iterations: 240). Additionally, the

4D XCAT anthropomorphic phantom was used to mimic studies with an injected scout activity of

250 MBq and with varying lung-absorbed doses ranging from 0.9 to 225 Gy for a therapeutic dosage

of 15 GBq. These studies were reconstructed in the same way as the patient data, and were also

reconstructed using a clinically available, standard OSEM algorithm for comparison. Lung-absorbed

dose was determined using VOI analysis as a function of iterations.

Results: The estimated lung-absorbed dose in nine patients ranged upon MC-based OSEM conver-

gence from 0 to 0.26 Gy for a therapeutic dosage. One patient had an estimated lung absorbed-dose

for a therapeutic dosage of 20.3 Gy upon MC-based OSEM convergence, or 18.4 Gy after 40 itera-

tions (�9%). The phantom data showed that the lung-absorbed dose upon OSEM convergence was

underestimated by 15% as compared to the actual simulated lung dose, and the dose after 40 itera-

tions was underestimated by 9% as compared to the dose upon convergence. Both underestimations

were irrespective of the magnitude of the lung-absorbed dose (0.9 to 225 Gy) and thus can be easily

corrected for. The quantitative accuracy of the MC-based OSEM reconstructions (40 iterations,

before convergence) outperformed the clinical OSEM reconstruction while estimating the lung dose.

Conclusions: The number of effective iterations necessary for quantitative estimation of the lung

dose using MC-based OSEM can be reduced from 240 to 40. The resulting sixfold reduction in cal-

culation time enables processing of the scout images before therapy administration. © 2018 The

Authors. Medical Physics published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of American Association of

Physicists in Medicine. [https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.13024]
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1. INTRODUCTION

During intra-arterial radioembolization procedures, micro-

spheres are injected in the hepatic artery for treatment of hep-

atic malignancies.1 The microspheres may partially shunt

from the hepatic artery to the hepatic vein after which they

become lodged in the lungs, potentially causing radiation-

induced lung disease, also referred to as radiation pneumoni-

tis. To prevent this, pretherapy dosimetry based on a scout

dosage microspheres, that is, administered shortly before the

treatment dosage, should guide clinical decisions regarding

the therapeutic activity administration.2

The standard clinical work-up in yttrium-90 (90Y)-micro-

sphere radioembolization consists of a prophylactic

coil-embolization of nontarget vessels, followed by infusion

of technetium-99 m (99mTc) macro-aggregated albumin

(MAA) particles (Mallinckrodt Medical) and a SPECT/CT

scan to assess the 99mTc-MAA distribution volume. If this so-

called scout image does not reveal an unacceptable lung

shunt with an associated high estimated absorbed lung dose

from therapy (30 Gy in case of TheraSpheresTM, or 20% lung

shunt fraction in case of SirSpheresTM), patients are scheduled

for 90Y radioembolization. This procedure is criticized

because the MAA particles may exhibit a different
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distribution as compared to the therapeutic microspheres,

limiting the accuracy of the lung-absorbed dose estimation.2

Alternatively, when using 166Ho the same particle is used

for scout imaging (based on the emitted 81 keV photons) as

for the therapy itself (based on the 1.77 and 1.85 MeV beta

particles). This has the hypothetical advantage of a more reli-

able lung-absorbed dose estimation. To this end, first a
166Ho-microsphere (QuiremSpheresTM) scout dosage (approx-

imately 250 MBq) is administered on the treatment day, fol-

lowed by a SPECT/CT scan. The treatment dose is

administered the same day a few hours later, but only if

deemed safe based on the SPECT/CT scan. Estimation of the

lung dose (expressed as mGy/MBq) from the scout dosage

distribution enables a direct evaluation of the expected lung

dose (Gy) resulting from the intended therapy.

Accurate dosimetry requires quantitative 3D image recon-

struction of the scout dosage microsphere distribution in favor

of 2D scintigraphy which may result in an overestimated lung

dose.2 There is general consensus that model-based iterative

reconstruction yields the most accurate 3D images albeit at the

cost of long reconstruction times. Earlier we reported that
166Ho SPECT can accurately be reconstructed using Monte

Carlo-based reconstructions requiring 240 iterations to con-

verge, typically taking up to 2 h.3 In daily clinical routine,

however, the limited time available between scout and therapy

activity administration constrains available calculation time.

Reduction in the number of iterations is a well-known,

straightforward way to reduce computation time, but it is

unknown how this impacts lung dosimetry.

In this study, we explored the applicability of SPECT

reconstructions with less iterations to perform lung dosimetry

after a 166Ho-microspheres administration. This was evalu-

ated in patients and, to study the impact of a larger range of

clinical situations on lung dosimetry, a set of anthropomor-

phic phantoms was also included.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. SPECT data acquisition

The ethics review board waived the need for informed

consent of this retrospective study. Upon inspection of all

patients (n = 80) with unresectable liver malignancies treated

with 166Ho-microspheres in our center (2011–2016) in the

HEPAR-I, HEPAR-II, HEPAR-PLUS, and SIM trail, one

patient was identified who presented an eminent lung shunt

following the 166Ho-microspheres scout dosage. For practical

reasons the first nine, consecutive patients from the HEPAR-

II trail were also included, that all did not present a lung

shunt. Therefore, SPECT data of a total of 10 patients who

underwent 166Ho-microsphere scout imaging were retrospec-

tively analyzed (Supporting Information Table S1) (total
166Ho activity at the time of scanning: 222–283 MBq, Veen-

stra dose-calibrator, type VDC-404). Data were acquired on a

dual-head Symbia T16 scanner (Siemens Healthcare,

Germany), using 120 projections (energy window: 74.9–

87.1 keV; acquisition time: 30 s per projection) over a

noncircular 360° orbit, along with a breath-hold CT-derived

attenuation map (Fig. 1).

2.B. SPECT reconstruction

Quantitative SPECT images were reconstructed using the

Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization (OSEM) Utrecht

Monte Carlo System (UMCS) within an iterative reconstruc-

tion algorithm (incorporating Monte Carlo-based scatter cor-

rection, attenuation correction, and modeling of photon

interactions with the collimator and detector), as previously

described.3–5 Briefly, for each forward projection 1.000.000

photons were sampled from the full 166Ho energy spectrum

(0–2000 keV), including 14 of the most abundant gamma

peaks as well as the Bremsstrahlung spectrum resulting from

the interaction of two of the high-energy beta particles

(Emax = 1.77 MeV, 0.49 cps/Bq; 1.85 MeV, 0.50 cps/Bq).

After photon emission, Monte Carlo simulations of photon

transport were done (primaries, scatter, and attenuation). The

collimator-detector response was precalculated using

MCNPX and was energy- and depth dependent. The opti-

mum number of OSEM iterations for activity quantitation

was based on previous work [number of iterations: 30, num-

ber of subsets: 8, equivalent to 240 Maximum Likelihood

Expectation Maximization (MLEM) iterations].3 The recon-

struction time on a desktop computer (Windows 7, RAM:

20 GB, CPU: 3.3 GHz) was approximately 25 s per effective

iteration, thus approximately 6000 s in total.

For comparison, a part of the anthropomorphic phantom

data was also reconstructed using a widely available OSEM

algorithm in the clinic (Flash3D, Siemens, Germany) using

30 iterations and 8 subsets for which the total reconstruction

time was less than a minute. This reconstruction included

attenuation correction and a window-based scatter correction

(energy window: 110.9–125.1 keV). The scatter window was

simulated using UMCS including Poisson noise. Finally, a k-

factor of 1.15 was applied in the reconstruction, which was

the ratio between (a) the number of counts in the photopeak

window due to Bremsstrahlung, lead x rays and down-scatter

from the high-energy (>81 keV) photons of 166Ho, but not

due to photons originating from the 81 keV photopeak, and

(b) the number of counts in the upper scatter window due

to Bremsstrahlung and down-scatter from the high-energy

photons.

2.C. Anthropomorphic phantom

To study the impact of patient specifics on outcome, the

digital 4D XCAT anthropomorphic phantom was used to sim-

ulate a series of attenuation maps and 166Ho activity distribu-

tions (Fig. 1).6 Simulations were performed with a male

phantom (length: 181 cm; body weight: 87 kg), female phan-

tom with underweight (length: 168 cm; body weight: 52 kg),

female phantom with normal weight (length: 168 cm; body

weight: 75 kg), and female phantom with overweight (length:

168 cm; body weight: 95 kg). End-expiratory lung volumes

were 3049, 1775, 2885, and 3853 ml, respectively.
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Simulations were done with a total of 250 MBq administered

to the liver, liver tumors, and lungs. Tumors were represented

by four spheres with diameters of 15, 20, 35, and 45 mm,

with a fixed activity concentration ratio between tumors and

liver tissue of 8:1.7 The activity concentration ratio between

the liver and lungs was varied, to resemble situations in

which 0–74% of the activity shunted to the lungs, such that

lung-absorbed doses were simulated up to an order of magni-

tude larger than the threshold for radiation pneumonitis,

which is estimated to be 30 Gy.8 Standard values in XCAT

for a normal, respiration cycle were used with a respiration

cycle of 5 s, a maximum diaphragm displacement of 2 cm

and a maximum thorax expansion of 1.2 cm in the anterior–

posterior direction. Time-averaged 166Ho activity distribu-

tions and end-expiratory attenuation maps were used for

simulations in accordance with the non-gated patient SPECT

scans and breath-hold CT scans.

Monte Carlo simulations (using the in-house developed

software package UMCS)4,5 were used to obtain the projec-

tion images corresponding to noncircular orbit SPECT scans

of the digital phantom (Supporting Information Fig. S1),

resulting in images analogous to the patient images and with

a similar number of counts per projection. Next, Poisson

noise was added to the simulated projection images for which

the number of counts in each pixel served as mean value k.

Finally, Monte Carlo-based OSEM reconstructions (OSEM

UMCS) were used to reconstruct the simulated data, identical

to the patient data (number of effective iterations: 240). Each

simulation (male phantom only) was repeated ten times in

order to determine the variance of the lung dose estimates.

Finally, the male phantom data were also reconstructed using

the standard OSEM algorithm (Flash3D).

2.D. Lung dose calculations

To determine the lung dose, volumes of interest (VOI)

were defined to analyze the recovered activity in the liver and

lungs as a function of effective iteration, both in the patient

and simulated data. An expert reader (J.P.) obtained segmen-

tations of the patient’s liver (manually) and lungs (semi-auto-

mated) on CT data. The VOIs for the simulated data were

directly obtained from the XCAT simulations. For both the

patient and simulated data the liver volume was expanded by

2 cm to obtain a liver + 2 cm VOI, encompassing all scatter

from the liver and blurring due to respiratory motion. Next,

the overlapping region between the lung VOI and

FIG. 1. Coronal cross-sections through a patient (male, 188 cm, 91 kg) (a, b) and through an anthropomorphic XCAT phantom (male, 181 cm, 87 kg) (c, d): CT-

derived (a) and -simulated attenuation map (c) obtained at end-expiration for 81 keV photons; the corresponding cross-section of the reconstructed activity distri-

bution using OSEM UMCS (b), with an estimated 0.1 MBq 166Ho in the lungs and 269 MBq 166Ho in the liver and liver lesions corresponding to a lung dose of

0 mGy/MBq; the corresponding cross-section of the simulated activity distribution (d), with 102 MBq 166Ho in the lungs and 148 MBq 166Ho in the liver and

liver lesions corresponding to a lung dose of 4.8 mGy/MBq. Attenuation maps are scaled from 0 to 1.5 cm�1, and activity distributions are scaled from 0 to

40 kBq. Indicated are the liver contour (blue line), liver + 2 cm contour (light blue line), lung contour (green line), and the lung contour without the overlapping

region with the liver + 2 cm contour (black line), which was done in order not to count scatter from the liver as lung activity. [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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liver + 2 cm VOI was excluded from the lung VOI in order

to avoid counting scatter from the liver as lung activity

(Fig. 1).2 The activity in the lungs was estimated by multiply-

ing the activity concentration in the lung VOI (excluding the

liver + 2 cm VOI) with the volume of the total lung VOI.

From the quantitative reconstructed images (MBq), the

lung dose (Gy) was calculated as previously described.9

Briefly, the recovered activity (MBq) in the lungs was multi-

plied by the total energy released per unit of activity

(15.87 9 10�3 J/MBq) (96% of the energy is emitted as beta

radiation and deposited locally) and divided by the estimated

lung mass (kg) assuming a lung tissue density of 0.3 g cm�3.

The estimated lung-absorbed dose (Gy) for the scout dosage

was then normalized to the administered scout activity

(MBq). This was done to enable straightforward comparison

of the lung-absorbed dose to the threshold for radiation pneu-

monitis (30 Gy), based on the intended therapeutic activity

(MBq), which was determined by dividing 60 Gy (the aver-

age dose to the liver tissue) by 15.87 9 10�3 J/MBq and

multiplying by the liver mass (kg). Next the therapeutic activ-

ity is maximized to 15 GBq and reduced in the presence of a

lung shunt.

2.E. Data analysis

Finally, the relation was determined between the estimated

lung dose before convergence and the estimated lung dose

upon convergence of the reconstruction algorithm (number of

effective iterations: 240) using linear regression analysis with

offset. For the anthropomorphic phantoms the relationship

between the lung dose upon convergence of the reconstruc-

tion algorithm and the imposed lung dose was determined

likewise.

Data analysis was performed in Matlab (The Mathworks,

Natick, MA, USA), except for the segmentation of the

patient’s liver and lungs, which was done using in-house-

developed software.10 Statistical analysis was performed

using SPSS 22.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), for which

the level of significance was set at a = 0.05.

3. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the reconstructed activity distributions for

the simulated and reconstructed activity distributions for the

XCAT data (without and with a lung shunt) and for the

patient data at multiple numbers of effective iterations. After

eight effective iterations the shape and position of the liver

and large liver lesions can be recognized, but the activity dis-

tributions appear blurred, both in the patient and simulated

data. Increasing number of iterations result in increased con-

trast at the cost of increased noise.

In nine patients, the estimated lung-absorbed dose (nor-

malized to the administered scout activity) was 0.01 mGy/

MBq as determined from the reconstructed activity distribu-

tion upon convergence of the reconstruction algorithm (num-

ber of effective iterations: 240) (Fig. 3), whereas one patient

had an estimated lung dose of 1.35 mGy/MBq [Figs. 2(c),

Fig. 3]. This latter dose corresponds to an estimated lung

dose of 20.3 Gy for a therapeutic dosage of 15 GBq, which

remained below the estimated threshold for radiation pneu-

monitis (30 Gy). In this patient, the estimated lung dose was

1.22 mGy/MBq after 40 effective iterations, corresponding

to an underestimation of 9.3%.

The estimated lung dose as a function of effective iteration

in the anthropomorphic phantoms without a lung shunt

showed essentially the same trend as in the nine patients

without a lung shunt (Fig. 3). In all phantoms, the estimated

lung-absorbed dose ranged from 0.004 to 0.008 mGy/MBq

as determined from the reconstructed activity distribution

upon convergence of the reconstruction algorithm. After 40

effective iterations the estimated dose ranged from 0.03 to

0.07 mGy/MBq, or 0.45 to 1.1 Gy for a therapeutic dosage.

The estimated lung dose in the simulated data after 240

effective iterations was linearly correlated with the estimated

dose after 8, 16, 24, 32, and 40 effective iterations (Pearson

correlation coefficient r = 0.99, P < 0.001, in all cases)

(Fig. 4). The lung-absorbed dose as estimated after 8, 16, 24,

32, and 40 effective iterations was underestimated by 38%,

22%, 15%, 12%, and 9%, respectively, as compared to the

estimated dose upon convergence of the OSEM algorithm.

Importantly, the estimated lung-absorbed dose upon OSEM

convergence was underestimated by 15% as compared to the

actual simulated lung dose (Pearson correlation coefficient

r = 0.99, P < 0.001) (Fig. 5). Both underestimations were

irrespective of the magnitude of the lung dose. The estimated

lung dose in the male phantoms when using 40 effective iter-

ations with the Monte Carlo-based OSEM algorithm (before

convergence) better resembled the imposed lung dose than

when using the clinically available OSEM algorithm using

240 effective iterations (upon convergence) (Fig. 6).

The estimated lung dose in the anthropomorphic phan-

toms with a substantial lung shunt rapidly converged to the

dose as estimated based on the activity distribution upon con-

vergence of the algorithm (Fig. 7). In these simulations, the

estimated lung-absorbed dose ranged from 0.06 to 15 mGy/

MBq as determined from the reconstructed activity distribu-

tion upon convergence of the reconstruction algorithm. This

corresponds to an estimated lung dose of 0.9–225 Gy for a

therapeutic dosage of 15 GBq. After 40 effective iterations,

the estimated dose ranged from 0.06 to 13.9 mGy/MBq, or

0.9–208.5 Gy for a therapeutic dosage.

4. DISCUSSION

Typically, the number of iterations for reconstruction of

SPECT data is chosen such that sufficient resolution is recov-

ered over the entire field of view with acceptable levels of

noise (after filtering), for example, in order to detect small

lesions.11,12 In contrast, it is typically assumed that a lung

shunt during radioembolization therapy results in a mostly

homogeneous exposure of lung tissue to the microspheres,13

loosening the demands for resolution recovery. This moti-

vated us to investigate the quantitation of lung-absorbed dose

from SPECT data using as few iterations as possible while
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FIG. 2. OSEM UMCS reconstruction of an anthropomorphic phantom with a lung dose of 0.08 mGy/MBq (a; imposed liver and lung activity 247 MBq and

3 MBq, respectively; images scaled from 0 to 40 kBq) and a lung dose of 4.8 mGy/MBq (b; imposed liver and lung activity 148 and 102 MBq, respectively;

images scaled from 0 to 40 kBq) and of a patient with an estimated lung dose of 1.35 mGy/MBq (c; estimated lung activity 10 MBq; images scaled from 0 to

6 kBq). Note that in this patient only the anterior part (section 4B) of the liver was treated. The coronal section shown in 2C does not intersect with this part of

the liver such that with the algorithm converging the activity disappears from the coronal section shown. From left to right the imposed activity distribution, the

OSEM UMCS reconstruction after 8, 40, 80, and 240 effective iterations.

FIG. 3. Estimated lung dose (Gy/MBq) using OSEM UMCS as function of the effective iteration number for the patient data with a very small (1–9) and with

(10) a substantial lungshunt (a) and for four anthropomorphic phantoms without and one with a lung shunt (b). The estimated lung dose in the patient with a lung

shunt was 1.35 mGy/MBq upon convergence of the reconstruction algorithm (number of effective iterations: 240). The estimated dose ranged from 0 to

0.025 mGy/MBq for all patients with a very small lung shunt (number of effective iterations: 240). The estimated lung dose in the anthropomorphic phantoms

without a lung shunt (one male, three females with varying bodyweight) showed essentially the same trend as for the patient data itself and ranged from 0.004 to

0.008 mGy/MBq upon convergence of the reconstruction algorithm.
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not compromising the detection of a potentially hazardous

lung shunt. Although in-house-developed reconstruction soft-

ware was used to this end, the underlying OSEM algorithm is

generally available making the conclusion relevant to other

reconstruction tools using the OSEM algorithm as well. For

example for the Monte Carlo-based reconstruction of 90Y

Bremsstrahlung SPECT images in the setting of liver

radioembolization.14,15

Results from this study indicate that 40 effective iterations

suffice to quantitate the lung-absorbed dose after 166Ho-

microspheres administration without compromising the clini-

cal decision-making concerning a potentially harmful lung-

absorbed dose. This enables quantitation of the 166Ho scout

dosage distribution before therapy administration on the same

day in an acceptable 15 min for lung dose calculation and

approximately 15 min for the lung segmentation, which is of

special importance for future studies lacking a 99mTc-MAA

scout dosage. Although in the presence of a lung shunt the

sixfold reduction in the number of iterations results in a 9%

underestimation of the lung dose, this effect was irrespective

of the activity in the lungs. Therefore, this underestimation

can simply be accounted for when calculating the maximum

acceptable therapeutic dosage without exceeding the thresh-

old dose for radiation pneumonitis.

Alternatively, the possibility was explored to use a widely

available OSEM algorithm with window-based scatter correc-

tion requiring less calculation time until convergence than

OSEM UMCS (using 40 effective iterations). To this end an

FIG. 4. The estimated lung dose (mGy/MBq) using OSEM UMCS of the

anthropomorphic phantoms as estimated before convergence (number of

effective iterations: 40) expressed as a function of the estimated lung dose

upon convergence of the OSEM algorithm (number of effective iterations:

240). Note that a linear correlation was obtained between both (Pearson cor-

relation coefficient r = 0.99, P < 0.001) and that the estimated dose after 40

iterations was 9% smaller than the estimated dose after 240 iterations. The

line of unity is added to the plot.

FIG. 5. The estimated lung-absorbed dose upon convergence of OSEM

UMCS (mGy/MBq) (240 effective iterations) as a function of the imposed

lung dose (mGy/MBq) in the anthropomorphic phantoms. Note that a linear

correlation was obtained between both (Pearson correlation coefficient

r = 0.99, P < 0.001) and that the estimated dose after 240 iterations was

15% smaller than the imposed dose. The line of unity is added to the plot.

FIG. 6. Estimated lung dose (mGy/MBq) of the different male, anthropomor-

phic phantoms with varying imposed lung activity as a function of the

imposed lung dose (mGy/MBq), for the Monte Carlo-based OSEM UMCS

algorithm using 40 effective iterations (black dots, before convergence of the

algorithm) and the clinically available OSEM algorithm Flash3D using 240

effective iterations (gray diamonds, upon convergence of the algorithm). The

line of unity is represented by the black line. Note that the underestimation of

the imposed lung dose is smaller when using OSEM UMCS than when using

the Flash3D algorithm.
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upper scatter window was used. A triple energy window

approach was deemed unsuitable as the 166Ho spectrum just

below the 81 keV photopeak window also contains x-ray

emissions around 49 keV as well as lead x rays formed in the

collimator around 74 keV. However, the upper scatter win-

dow can only be used to estimate Bremsstrahlung and down-

scatter from high-energy photons in the photopeak window.

On the other hand, all relevant photon interactions are taken

into account in the Monte Carlo-based reconstruction. An

OSEM algorithm with window-based scatter correction is,

therefore, expected to underperform in terms of quantitative

accuracy as compared to an OSEM algorithm with Monte

Carlo-based scatter correction. Indeed, even before conver-

gence OSEM UMCS outperformed the standard OSEM algo-

rithm in terms of quantitative accuracy while estimating the

lung dose.

Importantly, the estimated lung dose upon OSEM conver-

gence underestimated the actual simulated lung dose by

FIG. 7. The estimated lung dose expressed as mGy/MBq as a function of effective iteration number for the simulated male phantom (a), female with normal

weight (b), female with underweight (c), and female with overweight (d). Simulated lung shunts in each panel range from 1% to 74%. Note that the resulting, esti-

mated lung dose varied as a result of differences in body mass. In Supporting Information Fig. S2 the same data are represented, but then expressed as recovered

activity (MBq) in the lungs normalized to the imposed activity (MBq) instead of the estimated lung dose (mGy/MBq). For the male phantom the mean and stan-

dard deviation are represent by dots and error bars.
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another 15% (Fig. 5). Following clinical practice, the VOIs

used to quantitate the total lung activity were defined on a

breath-hold CT scan, whereas the SPECT scans were

acquired under continuous breathing. Due to the resulting

partial volume effects the activity concentration near the edge

of the lungs as observed on the reconstructed images will be

underestimated (Supporting Information Fig. S3). This in

turn causes the underestimation of the lung-absorbed dose.

This effect was irrespective of the number of microspheres

shunted to the lungs and should thus be corrected for, in addi-

tion to the correction for the underestimation resulting from

reduction in the number of iterations. Alternatively, the lung

VOI can be compressed omitting the edges of the lungs while

estimating the lung activity concentration.

Nine patients included in this study had a negligible esti-

mated lung dose as quantified from the 166Ho scout dosage

distribution upon convergence of the OSEM algorithm. This

is probably due to the fact that none of these patients had

hepatocellular carcinoma. Patients with hepatocellular carci-

noma are most likely to present a lung shunt.16 In these

patients, the absence of a substantial lung shunt also became

apparent from a visual inspection of the reconstructed data

after the eight effective iterations onwards, but was more

obvious after 40 effective iterations. Indeed, after 40 effective

iterations the estimated lung-absorbed dose for a therapeutic

dosage ranged from 0.03 to 1.17 Gy. One patient with hepato-

cellular carcinoma had a substantial lung shunt. In this patient,

the presence of a lung shunt became apparent from visual

inspection of the reconstructed data after eight effective itera-

tions onwards, but was more obvious after 40 effective itera-

tions. The estimated lung-absorbed dose was 18.4 and

20.3 Gy after 40 and 240 effective iterations, respectively.

Extrapolation of the conclusions drawn from the patient

data to a broader patient population with potentially varying

activity distribution was precluded, as the number of patients

included was limited and their estimated lung doses were far

below the estimated threshold for radiation pneumonitis. Sim-

ulations were, therefore, performed to validate these results for

a patient population with higher lung shunts and to investigate

the convergence of the iterative reconstruction algorithm for

varying activity distributions, as these are known to affect the

number of iterations required.17 For this the digital 4D XCAT

anthropomorphic phantom was used, which provides an excel-

lent model to answer questions regarding emission tomogra-

phy studies that are hard to study otherwise.6,18–21

In this study, the number of iterations was minimized as a

means to reduce the calculation time of the Monte Carlo-

based OSEM algorithm while still guaranteeing a clinically

acceptable accuracy in lung dose estimation. This approach

is complementary to other means to decrease computation

times, such as parallel computing, which all fit in the continu-

ous efforts made to accelerate reconstruction algorithms. The

results from our study might also be applicable to other situa-

tions in which SPECT data are reconstructed of essentially

homogeneous activity distributions or when the recovery of

smaller structures is of less importance, such as ventilation/

perfusion SPECT.22

5. CONCLUSION

The number of iterations necessary for estimating the lung

dose from a 166Ho scout dosage SPECT scan when using

quantitative, Monte Carlo-based reconstructions can be

reduced from 240 to 40 effective iterations. The resulting

sixfold reduction in calculation time enables data processing

of the 166Ho scout scan before therapy administration in

future studies lacking a 99mTc scout scan to assess therapy

safety.

Partial volume effects, merely due to respiratory motion,

result in an underestimation of the estimated lung dose

(mGy/MBq) of 15% as compared to the actual lung dose and

the use of 40 effective iterations results in an additional 9%

reduction as compared to the estimated lung dose upon con-

vergence of the OSEM algorithm. Both effects are irrespec-

tive of the magnitude of the lung shunt. When calculating the

maximum therapeutic activity these underestimations should

be accounted for in order to not compromise the detection of

potentially hazardous lung shunts and to remain below the

radiation pneumonitis threshold.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional Supporting Information may be found online in

the supporting information section at the end of the article:

Table S1. Characteristics of the HEPAR-II patients included

in this study.

Figure S1. Anterior projection image of the patient in Fig. 1

(left). UMCS simulation of an anterior projection image

obtained with the simulated attenuation map and activity dis-

tribution in Fig. 1 (right). Images are scaled from 0 to 50

counts.

Figure S2. The estimated lung activity normalized to the

imposed lung activity (expressed as percentage) as a function

of effective iteration number for the simulated male phantom

(a), female with normal weight (b), female with underweight

(c), and female with overweight (d). Simulated lung shunts in

each panel range from 1% to 74%. Note that for very small

lung shunts the activity in the lung in fact was overestimated

after a small number of effective iterations as compared to

the estimated activity upon convergence.

Figure S3. Example of a simulated, uniform activity distribu-

tion in the lungs with respiratory motion (left). The image is

scaled from 0 to 40 kBq. Indicated are the liver contour (blue

line), liver + 2 cm contour (light blue line), lung contour (red

line), and the lung contour without the overlapping regionwith

the liver + 2 cm contour (green line). The estimated lung-

absorbed dose from the lung VOI (red line) (mGy/MBq) as a

function of the number of OSEM iterations for a simulation

with and without respiratory motion (right). Indicated is the

imposed lung-absorbed dose (dotted line). Note that in the

absence of motion the imposed lung-absorbed dose is

obtained upon convergence of the reconstruction algorithm

(effective number of iterations: 240), while in the presence of

partial voluming due to respiratory motion the lung-absorbed

dose is underestimated upon convergence.
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